Constitutional Amendment Rap:

**Number 1** you got the 5 freedoms to:
Speech- You can talk all you want you won’t get censored
Press- You can do the same it’s an opinion dispenser
You got that religion, you can choose your own god
with Jesus or Buddha what can go wrong
Petition- Get signatures for which, what, whenever
Assemble- Be like the Beatles, Come Together

**Number 2:**
You got the right to bear arms
If you take mine you better have the forms

**Number 3:** (read from Dr. Seuss book)
Soldiers can’t stay in your homes not in peace not in war
Soldiers can’t stay in your homes not on mountains or on shores

**Number 4:** (fast-jumping around-super rappy)
No illegal search and seizure
You cops can’t come in here not just at your leisure

**Number 5-**
Due process, I plead the fifth
I ain’t answering, so stop pressuring

**Number 6-**
I got that right to jury trial in a criminal case
Better speed it up I got a jury to amaze

**Number 7:**
I also got that right to a jury trial in a civil case
I better get me a lawyer with a fancy briefcase (make box/square motion with hands)

**Number 8:**
Billy Mays here with this new law you’ll see
No cruel or unusual punishment, that I can guarantee

**Number 9-**
You got those rights retained by the people
You can’t take away others, freedom like a bald eagle
**Number 10:**
You got those rights retained by the states
It's up to them to choose, remember marriage for the gays?

**Number 11:**
States let's not sue each other that would be great
All this fire rapping a need a water break (drink water and spray holy water on face)

**Number 12:**
Now this one's got two parts it's about how we chose our leaders
Changing the electoral college and election procedures
Now the most electoral votes gets the privilege of presidency
Remember that's why we got Trump and not Hillary
(faster)
Before first place would get to be Prez
Second would be Vice that's what it said
But now each party gets to vote twice
One for the Prez and one for the Vice.

**Number 13:**
Abolishing slavery, a great idea you thinkin?
Giving people freedom, thanks penny Lincoln (hold penny and look at it as you say this line)

**Number 14:**
Black citizenship and equal protection
Born here? You get all your rights-no objections!
If you were a slave you're getting rights too
To the racists and supremacists oh boo hoo

**Number 15:**
Finally voting rights regardless of race
You get a vote, you get a vote, everyone in this place!

**Number 16:**
Federal tax income lets the government tax the states
For income based on population it keeps our economy great (make a sort-of hand movement)

**Number 17:**
Direct election of senators, each state gets two
This is when the people get to decide, now let's review

(fast)
We can choose our Pres and Vice
Slaves are finally getin rights
Most people can now vote
Gov can tax us just not gloat
And we can choose our Sens
Lets keep going and begin

**Number 18:**
Prohibition! You can’t sell, make, or transport alcohol
If you do you’re a sinner and you’re breaking the law!

**Number 19:**
Woman’s suffrage! Votes are finally for chicks
Before you could only get a vote if you had a

**Number 20:**
Terms for presidency and Congress moved to Jan
They can’t keep working, we kick them out that’s the plan

**Number 21:**
Hey remember that prohibition, yeah the one for alcohol?
Yeah that’s now repealed, lots of angry people y’all

**Number 22:**
Hey Presidents you’re now only getting 2 terms
FDR had 4, I think we liked him, conspiracy confirmed (do illuminati eye)

**Number 23:**
3 electoral votes for our nation’s capital
Washington DC’s gettin a lot more people

**Number 24:**
Prohibiting poll taxes is what they’re finally doing
You can’t tax me for the voting I’m pursuing

**Number 25-**
Outlines the presidential succession
Didn’t really know, it only took an assassination
(fast)
If a president dies
Or simply resigns
It goes to the Vice
Like mister Pence Mike
Number 26:
You just turned 18 here’s some cake and balloons
Now you can vote for our country, is that good news?

Number 27:
Congress can only receive pay raise in the next term
They can’t raise their salary like sneaky little worms

Final Review: (fast)
No selling alcohol oh wait nevermind
Woman can vote it’s about time
President’s done in January, time for the new one
Next one can work 2 terms or their done
(aggressive)
DC’s getting votes
You can’t tax me for my vote
If the President died it goes to the Vice
18’s can vote it’s their right
Congress can’t up their pay
It'll have to delay
Now that’s the amendments
I’m out, I slayed